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Roller ball mouse vs optical

All pictures: Alex Cranz/GizmodoWith his big rolypoly ball and huge handrest, the venerable trackball rat looks like a 1996 holdover. Or maybe in 1946, it's the first time a trackball has been used as an input device in a computer. Its popularity has declined since the introduction of the mouse and then the trackpad. And for good reason.
Those axle devices much less space! But here's the point: trackball is still good. Not only good: trackball is great. So big that Logitech is introducing its first trackball in many years is cause for celebration, although I have some issues with my new favorite input device. On the surface, the MX Ergo, Logitech's latest entry into a frustrating
category of niche input devices, looks a lot like its predecessor M570, which was released in 2010. Put your hand on the mouse handle, your fingers gently lie on the two buttons, and move the pointer over the screen gently pushing the ball with your thumb. Having used thumb trackball for more than a decade now this movement is
second nature to me. Logitech's first trackball in almost a decade. It has Bluetooth and an adjustable base. The ball is difficult to remove for cleaning. That's not the case for my colleagues, friends, family and that random IT guy who insists he needs access to my computer. Ugggghrakjsdhasd is a common response, usually coupled with a
thrill indicating the type of repulsion that should be reserved to watch people eat insects. Because this or oh God what's this is going on, I feel as the pointer zooms in on the screen and out of sight. There's definitely a learning curve, but once you disole your calculation via ball, trackball looks like the superior way to move the pointer over
the screen. It is not as precise as a stylus or as fast as a mouse, but it is the best mixture ever of the two. I can carefully manipulate an image in Photoshop as neatly as possible with a stylus, and in a first-person shooter throwing the ball allows me to turn around almost quickly as a more twitchier game. Logitech ergo-style trackball, with
the ball manipulated from the thumb instead of other fingers, is also suitable for trackball anywhere! No hard surface is needed: a thigh, a pillow, the thin edge of an armrest are all surfaces on which you can precariously balance a trackball. Logitech's latest foray in this venerable technology seems to put ergonomics first, with a magnetic
plate at the bottom that allows you to adjust the slope of trackball. There's also a little funky groove to rest your little finger on. It also has soft touch plastic. It's a bit like the equivalent trackball of one of those foam mattresses, perfectly hand-compliant. It just doesn't make you in the nights. This scroll wheel is beautiful. In addition to the
ergonomic changes, the MX Ergo has seen a major upgrade in the sliding wheel department on the M570. Due to the fact that most trackballs place the ball in the position of the scroll wheel, the two are not together. Kensington, the only other trackball manufacturer from an established manufacturer, doesn't have a trackball with a scroll
wheel, and the Logitech M570 has a naughty, chewy scroll wheel that looks like something you'll find on a cheap Gateway mouse ripped out of your mother's hallway junk closet. The scroll wheel on the MX Ergo has a small thin click as you scroll, almost as if you're quickly popping bubbles in a plastic wrap. It also tilts from left to right, a
feature that is usually found in high-end pointing devices. Other interesting features of this new trackball include the ability to connect via Bluetooth, the first for a Logitech trackball, a button to adjust trackball sensitivity on the fly, and support for Logitech's Flow software KVM switch. This will allow you to use trackball with multiple PCs at
the same time, moving between devices at the push of a button. The button next to the ball is for quick sensitivity adjustment. In fact the MX Ergo is so good and solves so many of my problems with my previously preferred input device that I really only have one problem with it. I have to find a pen or wand every time I want to remove the
trackball itself. It might seem like a minor inconvenience, but after decades of use I can tell you that trackballs accumulate things around their sensors. Dust, dead human skin, occasionally dry strip of dog saliva. It is inevitable and an expected downside of using what is otherwise the best type of input device. Every two weeks (more if
you're dirty) you have to get the ball out, clean the dusty crusts from the sensor, and hope that the person sitting next to you doesn't notice and starts gagging. The hole used to tick trackball is much deeper and narrower on the MX Ergo than previous trackballs. Then you will have to keep some sort of stick on hand and the person sitting
next to you is much more likely to notice. But honestly, suck it up. At $100 the MX Ergo is expensive, but it's the kind of luxury I'm completely fine with. Use a pointing device with your computer every day! Skate your fingers on the device for hours on end. So whatever you're using should be quality. If I've managed the last seven years
with an outdated Logitech M570 I can only imagine how old I'll be at MX Ergo. If you're obsessive about trackball or even just curious about trackball, this is $100 you want to spend. READMEIt's a new Logitech trackball for the first time since 2010.Scroll with your thumb that's much more fun. The learning curve is extreme, which means
people can't borrow your computer just to browse. It has Bluetooth and a Ergonomics. (SIMPLIFIED CHINESE) ENGLISH FRANÇAIS (FRENCH) DEUTSCH (GERMAN) (JAPANESE) PORTUGUÊS (PORTUGUESE) POLSKI (POLISH) РУССКИЙ (RUSSIAN) ESPAÑOL (SPANISH) TÜRKÇE (TURKISH) ITALIAN (ITALIAN) (KOREAN)
Curated by: msklein on February 22, 2010 21:00 For many people, a trackball mouse remains shrouded in mystery, something reserved, well, to someone someone Since other pointing devices like vertical mice, touchpads, and even touch screens have jumped to the mainstream, it's 2019, and people are still wondering what problem
trackball solves. Usually these are people who have never used trackball before. The thing is, there's a reason trackballs have stood the test of time and it's still around. Both ergonomically and productivityally, it may surprise you that a mouse trackball may actually be superior to the normal mouse you're currently using, even if fine printing
is in the right circumstances. In this post I will compare trackball with a normal mouse in all the key areas that matter - ergonomics, productivity and longevity - to help you decide if your next mouse should be trackball and when instead. The top 2 types of mouse trackball Let's first look at the two main types of mouse trackballs, each with
its own legion of rabid fans: Thumb Operated Trackball: In this form factor trackball is located where the thumb is, with the rest of the device similar to a normal mouse. You use your thumb to maneuver trackball, and your index finger and ring fingers to click the left/right buttons and move the scroll wheel as you would with a normal
mouse. They are usually designed only for right-wing users. One of the best thumb-driven trackball IMO is the Logitech MX Ergo Advanced. Finger-operated trackball: In this form factor you control a large ball using your index finger and middle fingers (although in reality any combination of your 5 digits works). The large buttons located on
the sides act as left and right buttons, controlled using the thumb and little fingers. Some finger trackballs are available with a scroll ring to make it easier for web pages to scroll. An obvious advantage of finger-operated trackballs over the thumb version is that they are ambidextrous, suitable for both left and right-handed use. One of the
best trackballs operated by IMO fingers is Kensington Orbit. Trackball vs Normal Mouse- Which one is more ergonomic? Much of the conversation about trackball ergonomics is based on ergonomic theory. Formal research on the subject is very poor, although, according to Roberta Carson, ergosta of ErgoFit, many of the health problems
associated with a normal mouse can theoretically be avoided by switching to trackball simply on the basis that it later uses very different muscle groups to operate. The most common types of computational CSS (repetitive strain injuries) such as carpal tunnels and tendinitis occur due to repeated wrist use and unnatural rotation of
forearms and shoulders. A trackball is very different from a normal mouse in that the thumb or entire hand and arm are used to trackball. These are larger, less tender muscles that are less likely to hurt themselves than the muscles needed to manipulate a normal mouse. There is also a lot of antidodic evidence to back up the benefits of a
trackball, especially for people experience fields of hands and pain in the wrist from holding and manipulating a normal mouse. It doesn't take 10 studies to confirm that a device that minimizes unnatural wrist movements can be useful for people suffering from wrist pain, for example. Advantages of the Trackball Mouse As a long-lasting
trackball user (currently Kensington Orbit), I think I'm somewhat qualified to weigh on the pros and cons of a trackball. Based on my experience and my opinions from the ergonomics of the whole web, here are the types of people who would benefit most from a trackball rat: people with existing RSI problems resulting from the use of a
normal mouse: There is very little windshield movement that uses the wrist when using a trackball. The arms and shoulders are in a neutral position, with most movements occurring in the thumb or in a different combination of the fingers. Common CSR such as carpal tunnel syndrome, tendentious cramps and hands occur due to the
shape of a normal mouse and the posture needed to operate it. Disabled or elderly people who can't hold their mouse while they click: my dad actually suffers from this problem. With a trackball, however, it is able to place the cursor exactly where it wants on the screen, move your hand away from trackball, and then use the left button to
double-click. People whose hands or fingers fatigue easily: an ambidestro trackball design (the models operated by the fingers) is ideal for people whose hands or fingers strain quickly. It allows you to switch from the left hand to the right hand to operate, distributing stress evenly across both sides. People working in confined spaces: If
you often take your laptop to cafes or outside where a flat surface is scarce, a trackball mouse is the perfect alternative to a regular mouse. The device itself remains completely stationary as you browse web pages, highlight text, or close and open applications. I use a wireless Kensington expert mouse in my living room to check the
laptop connected to the TV. It's so convenient to control your laptop from the comfort of my couch: Kensington Expert Mouse on the Sofa Trackball Mouse Disadvantages There are always two sides of a coin. A trackball mouse can be counterproductive in certain scenarios. In particular, trackballs are not: not as precise as a mouse for
certain activities: as you abuse a trackball, your accuracy will improve, although for many people (like me), it may never reach the level of accuracy of a normal mouse. The problem is that trackball is simply more sensitive than a normal mouse; a glossy ball requires much less strength to move than an entire mouse. An accidental touch of
the ball and the cursor is out of the destination. This the reason why some detail-oriented tasks such as selecting some letters within a word or dragging a file to its destination are slower using a trackball, at least for me. To browse webpages, interact with programs and most tasks that don't require cursor be and hold a precise position on
the screen, however, there is little tangible difference in accuracy between a trackball and a mouse. Not suitable for fast-paced play: there are no two ways to do this, a trackball is simply slower than a mouse in moving the cursor in a linear line, from point a to b on the screen. This is because each trackball rotation moves the cursor only
at a certain distance on the screen. Compare it to a normal mouse, where a quick movement using the arm can cause the cursor to travel the entire screen distance in a fraction of a second. For some types of games like FPS, you'll probably find yourself completely pwned if you're using anything but a regular mouse. Here are my typical
results when doing a simple speed and accuracy test using a normal mouse and trackball. As you can see, overall they are twice as fast and precise with the first: Thumb or Finger Operated Trackball? Personally, I am in favour of trackball operated by the fingers, although just to show how divided people are on the subject, my colleague
Jon swears with logitech Ergo Mouse-operated thumbs. There is actually no size suitable for everyone. If you love everything about the traditional mouse but simply want to limit the movements of the wrist and forearm to avoid straining those areas, thumb trackball achieves the perfect balance between the two worlds. In general, however,
a fingers-operated trackball is more ergonomic, according to Roberta Carson. It allows you to use different fingers or even your palm or arm to move the ball. The variety and larger muscles involved mean a reduction in the chances of injuring them. Watch this short clip to see how versatile a trackball of your fingers can be in terms of
operation: Trackball vs trackpad If your main pointing device is the trackpad on your laptop, you might be curious about how a trackball compares to it. In terms of ergonomics, both trackball and trackpad allow you to manipulate the cursor using a combination of fingers. This greatly reduces the chances of developing RSI from excessive
use of a particular end. And while thumb-driven trackball relies specifically on the thumb (so potentially leads to thumb pain), it's even better than using your index finger for repetitive movements, according to Roberta Carson. In addition, all trackballs provide a shaped area on which to rest your hand, unlike a trackpad where the hand is
totally unsupported, with the wrist bearing most of the weight. So, in short, at least based on my assessment, a trackball is more ergonomic than a trackpad. In terms of productivity, a study comparing the amount of time required to complete a cursor-related task using a trackpad and trackball came out favorably for the The studio probably
didn't make use of multi-touch features on modern trackpads, but it's still comforting to know that you can probably be just as productive with a trackball mouse as your laptop trackpad. Thumbs Inches In short, while the jury will always be out on what is the most ergonomic form factor for a pointing device is, in my opinion, there are some
clear circumstances that favor at least trying a trackball: if you suffer from common mouse-related strains such as carpal tunnel syndrome, tendinitis and hand cramps. If you're having trouble keeping your cursor in the correct position while you click or double-click. If you suffer from fatigue or fatigue using a trackpad. When a flat surface is
not available or at a premium, such as on the sofa or outside. Accuracy and speed will be a factor for many people using trackball. As such, for the rest of us, a horizontal or vertical mouse with an ergonomic design is probably still a better choice. Choice.
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